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3.1. For the last three years I have been working as Central Management Engineer 
for Automation Systems Telem C.A, which is a company in charge of all the 
engineering concerning to the Central Management that assures the supervision 
of the different subsystems involved in The Metro of Caracas. In the first year in 
my position named “Central Management Engineer” I was assigned to work in 
the Commissioning and Test of the Auxiliary System in the Line 4 of the Metro. 
With that assignment my duties were to develop the test phase of the Auxiliary 
System that is compound by lighting in the stations, water pumps systems, 
elevation systems (elevators and escalators), fire protection system, air 
conditioning system, and others. This test phase is called “Point to Point Tests” 
and consists on verify that all the signals configured in the SCADA arrive to the 
servers properly from the line. Another task was to develop the corrections in 
the software of the SCADA and to make the tests of the system in a platform of 
simulation. 
 

 

3.2.  The SCADA in the Metro is not only to supervise and to control the traffic of 
the trains, or is just about the electrical system that feeds the Metro. The 
SCADA also includes the handle of several subsystems known as “Auxiliary 
Equipments”. These subsystems are: lighting in the stations, water pumps 
systems, elevation systems (elevators and escalators), fire protection system, air 
conditioning system, and others. The supervision of all these auxiliary systems 
allows the Operators in the Station to have a workstation or MMI (Man Machine 
Interface) to control the functioning of certain devices installed in the Station.  
 

 

3.3. To develop the interfaces to control and supervise the Auxiliary Systems, in first 
place several meetings took place with professionals of the three different 
disciplines involved in the commissioning process of the Auxiliary Systems in 
the Metro. These disciplines are represented by: 
a) The Inspectors of The Equipment Department of Metro, who are the clients in 
charge of providing the specifications about what they are looking for as the 
final result. They also have to evaluate the systems when they are already in 
service.   
b) The specialized technical personnel of each auxiliary subsystem. For 
example, in the case of the Elevation Systems we work with the company 
“Schindler”, for the Pumping Systems there is a company called “Temi, C.A”, 
etc.  
c) And me as the representation of The Central Management or the SCADA. 
In these meetings we defined the signals of each auxiliary device which 
produces alarms in the SCADA, how the animations in the MMI should be and 
how is going to be the interaction of these systems with the Central 
Management.     
 

PE2.2- 
PE3.3- 

3.4. After finishing the initial phase of multidisciplinary meetings, that let me clarify 
concepts and understand what the client wants as interface between the Central 
Management and the Auxiliary Device, a software developing phase starts. 
In this phase I work with the SCADA developing team in order to make all the 
images that make possible the animations in the MMI. These images are 
animated with the data kept in a Data Base which is hierarchical, and this Data 
Base fills up with the signals received by the auxiliary equipments installed 

PE1.3- 
PE2.1- 

 



throughout the Stations in the Line 4. The images are developed with the 
software “Animator” and the Data Base is made with “Oracle”. Before 
developing, I must have a very good understanding of each auxiliary system, 
how they work, their diagrams and how they should be represented in the 
SCADA. To do that, I asked for documentation from the different companies 
that developed the auxiliaries, and also I usually interacted with specialists in 
the different areas to clear up my doubts. The inspectors of the Metro 
participated too in the commissioning phase giving their ideas about how the 
interfaces with the auxiliary system should be.    
 

3.5. Once The Auxiliary System is operating, and before be in service, the system 
should be under two test phases that were done with the technical specialist in 
the auxiliary device, the inspector of the Metro and me; in this way we would 
guarantee the participation of the three disciplines involved in the project. To do 
both tests, I prepared previously the Test Documentation in Word or Excel, 
where we could count on tables and lists of guidelines to follow the test in order. 
With this proceeding we would evaluate the auxiliaries step by step. In the same 
documents, the inspector could write his observations about the failures 
founded, and this let me later take the corrective actions.  
 

PE2.2- 
PE3.2- 

3.6. The first tests are called “Point to Point Tests”, where the specialist in the 
auxiliary device generates each signal in his equipment and I verify that the 
signal arrives correctly to the SCADA. If when the arriving of the signal an 
alarm is generated in the SCADA with the right text, description and animation 
in the MMI; we could say that the signal is well configured in the software. In 
the contrary case, the inspector of Metro makes notes in the documents that let 
me know what the corrections to be done are. The second tests are “Functional 
Tests”, where also the steps written in the documents are followed to check the 
well functionality of the auxiliary system. In this part, what is taken under 
consideration is more the logical performance between the auxiliary system and 
the SCADA. When we finished both tests, I identified with the documents, the 
failures and the corrections that need to be done. I did this using a software of 
administration of failures called “ClearQuest”. This software let me have a 
control of the failures, the different versions of the SCADA, the corrections 
made and the detailed description of each failure.       
 

PE2.2- 
PE2.4- 

 

3.7. When the corrections are made at the level of the SCADA software (data base, 
images in the MMI, etc), I call again the Metro Inspector to check the 
corrections. The acceptance tests with him are made initially over a simulation 
platform that works in the same way as the real SCADA does, but in this case 
the signals are not generated in the line. Here they are generated by me 
executing codes in the administration server which works in the “UNIX” 
operating system. In the simulation platform I also have an “Administration 
Computer” that works in the same way a normal MMI does in the Line. In this 
way, I have a complete simulation platform to develop and test, in order to 
verify in detail the good performance of the SCADA before putting it in 
commercial service. When I proved that the corrections fulfill the requirements 
of the client, the inspector signs the acceptance forms and with this I am 
authorized to put the corrections in service in the SCADA in real time. Then, I 
make a final report of the failures corrected. This report is archived in the 
administration software “ClearQuest”. 
 

PE1.3- 
PE3.2- 
PE3.7- 

3.8. After certain time of having the Auxiliary System in service interacting with the 
SCADA, I realized that the Data Base was filling up very quickly with variables 
or signals that are not relevant for the mainly purpose of the Central 
Management, which is the supervision of the trains. For that reason, I decided 

PE2.3- 



with the approval of the inspector of Metro, to make a review of the Data Base 
to analyze which signals could be eliminated or reconfigured in order to change 
its priority. In that way I cleaned up the Data Base from trivial events. An 
obvious example that I can mention, is the case of the signals that indicate the 
direction of the elevators. This signal was taken under consideration in the 
commissioning phase to report an event in the Data Base of the SCADA, but 
with the real system in service, as the elevators are continuously going up and 
down during the day, the Data Base was filling up with this event that is not 
relevant for the operation of the Metro. Then I changed the priority of signals 
like this in order to not to report alarms in the database. The study of the priority 
of the signals of the auxiliary systems to improve the database, was something 
that I did after the commissioning phase, when after a while I appreciated the 
real behavior of the devices interacting with the SCADA.  
 

3.9. The experience of making the different tests of a system and to play an 
important role in the commissioning let me learned a lot about how a SCADA 
works. As it was one of my first duties as a Central Management Engineer, I 
realized that there are so many things to learn about the SCADA, the databases, 
servers, etc. For that, I decided to extend my knowledge and I started a Post 
grade in “Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition - SCADA” in the “Central 
University of Venezuela - UCV”. In this Post grade I am looking for to enlarge 
my knowledge about SCADA systems to develop my career as a specialist in 
such subject.     
 

PE3.6- 

 


